This paper introduces a three-phase unbalanced load condition monitoring system in a power distribution network that can monitor and provide early warning. The distribution system is a component of the power system that must always be monitored in maintaining the service of providing electricity to customers. Currently, many technologies are applied to the distribution system that can ensure the operation of the distribution network, especially distribution transformers to determine real-time transformer conditions so that damage and power losses can be minimized, but do not provide early detection. Therefore, the role of information technology is currently one of the investments that must be made for all electric power supply operators in maintaining the performance of distribution transformers through early detection. In this study, the system developed based on Internet of Things (IoT) technology that was built consists of: embedded system devices that function to carry out measurements and transmit data, Web Service software that functions to receive data from sensor systems and Arduino-based software using the Blynk Cloud application platform in presenting data and managing data through Android display devices (HP/Laptop). The Blynk is a compatible platform for applications on Mobile OS (iOS and Android) in controlling Arduino, Raspberry Pi, or ESP8266-based modules, as well as similar modules via the Internet (IoT). This system was built to provide an early warning function against network parameter anomalies such as overload, overvoltage, and unbalance load. After getting the data, the system will perform calculations to obtain recommendations for system optimization in the form of balancing, maintenance load or load. Based on testing, the time needed to send and receive notifications on smartphone users via the blynk application ranges from 3-4 seconds. By setting a tolerance limit of 20%, when the load is severely unbalanced where the neutral current is almost equal to or greater than the phase current, the local indicator light will light up and the Android system will provide an unbalanced load indicator.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

The electric power distribution system as the heart of the electricity supply industry is a very important component in supporting the supply of electrical energy. With the increasing need for electrical energy, distribution networks, the world's electricity companies, including PLN, continue to build networks to remote areas. The network expansion must always be accompanied by a management system in maintaining the quality and quantity of supply, especially related to standard of Power Quality [1]. In a modern power grid system, consumers in the distribution network are very concerned about power quality (PQ) issues. In fact, they are prepared to pay a higher price for a reliable and good quality power supply [2]. On the other hand, some utility operators only focus on maintaining reliability, but ignore the quality of voltage and current. In addition, losses are an important indicator of the economic level of efficiency and power supply management. To improve the method of calculating losses on the line, real-time calculations are used as a method to be applied in calculating distribution channel losses caused by dynamic imbalance of three-phase loads [3]. Based on the algorithm built, the hardware system has the function to identify the unbalanced phase and can calculate the line loss on line. One way to improve the quality of electric power is to improve the load imbalance in a three-phase system, in order to improve service quality and reliability [4].

The distribution network is the main component in the distribution of electric power from substations that need to be monitored for loading. As one of the important assets in the power distribution system, efforts are needed to maintain transformer abnormal conditions using a distribution transformer operation management system. Effective transformer management has the goal of obtaining optimal load balance conditions with economics, for example, operating costs and loss costs. Operating conditions on transformers such as overload, over voltage and unbalanced load have a significant impact on maintenance and efficiency in the electricity supply industry. Abnormal conditions that occur in transformers can be prevented through real-time monitoring so that there are periodic maintenance efforts at certain times. Unbalanced loading, especially in certain areas which are difficult to monitor at any time, is one of the factors affecting the decrease in transformer efficiency. Therefore, it is important to monitor so that proper maintenance can be carried out on transformers that supply a three-phase
system to ensure the reliability and availability of electricity supply as a whole [5]. The Condition-Monitoring (CM) method has been applied in the problem of monitoring transformer operating conditions by detecting the causes of failure. This system approach is able to reduce maintenance costs and can maintain the reliability and availability of existing services [6]. Currently information technology has a big role in human activities. Another way has been proposed using GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) via SMS, with relevant data analysis, it can be obtained automatically through the remote monitoring system [7] of the transformer temperature parameters. Remote monitoring system status is introduced with the combined composition of IoT system based system hardware and software [8].

The application of Internet of Things (IoT) technology has begun to be used to implement monitoring of transformer health conditions in real time [9]. The IoT system itself is a telecommunications system with wireless media consisting of several mobile devices, sensors or other devices that communicate with each other and achieve certain goals [10]. This technology is used to obtain data and communicate with other devices via the internet network (wifi). Data originating from sensors is then processed and can then become useful information for decision makers. Furthermore, an online monitoring system and early warning system (EWS) were developed to detect failure earlier on transformers, then data is sent periodically from each transformer and further analyzed in decision making in the transformer management process [11]. The application of Internet of Things technology can effectively enhance the intelligence and network of computer monitoring systems.

In order to accurately diagnose the types of power transformer faults, proposals [12] and [13] propose a transformer fault diagnosis method based on a combination of time-shift multiscale bubble entropy and stochastic network configurations. First, entropy bubbles were introduced to overcome the drawbacks of traditional entropy models which depend too much on hyperparameters. Measurement of electrical energy parameters is carried out using the Matlab software, where current and voltage are based on direct measurements made using Matlab technology. While the research proposed in [14] is a new method for estimating the amount of copper losses using a fuzzy system, namely the first order Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) method combined with Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The level of phase current unbalance is quite high and causes a significant three-phase power supply system voltage imbalance. The indicator calculation displays the characteristics of the voltage unbalance based on measurements processed using a computer program [4].

Another propose that has been made through the development of mobile embedded systems, is to monitor and record distribution transformer parameters such as current, temperature, oil level, vibration and humidity of the transformer. While in other proposals, it uses the detection of power distribution network imbalances using negative sequence parameters [15]. If an abnormality occurs, the system sends an alert message to the mobile phone as well as the monitoring unit containing information about the abnormality and some predefined instructions programmed in the micro controller [16]. Artiyasa [17] developed a smart home using the Blynk flat form on the Android system to control the Arduino module, where this application has features that make it easy for users to use it.

This proposal introduces the basic technology of Internet of Things technology and analyzes the main points of Internet of Things-based computer monitoring technology at this stage and then takes computer monitoring systems as research objects, and then analyzes computer monitoring systems based on Internet of Things technology to help related personnel better apply IoT technology to computer pad monitoring systems [8]. From the literature search, many studies have been conducted to monitor the three-phase loading conditions in the distribution system but have not provided an early warning to reduce losses in the system. In this study, we will monitor and provide early warning through an alarm indicator for neutral current loading conditions on a 3-phase system to determine the economic impact in real time on an IoT-based distribution system. Based on this, the functions and characteristics of each software module and database design are also introduced. The system improves the performance and stability of the power supply and reduces the time of power outages, can foresee possible faults through data analysis.

2. METHOD

The IoT system built in this study consists of an embedded system that functions to measure transformer parameters such as voltage, current and imbalance and perform calculations for power losses due to neutral currents. Because the distribution transformer life time needs to be monitored in real time, it is a major factor in maintaining service to customers. This of course also affects the income of electricity supply companies.
Figure 1. System architecture for monitoring

Figure 2. Diagram of real time the current unbalance monitoring with Arduino-based

Figure 2 is a monitoring circuit diagram that shows the process of controlling the monitoring tool. It starts when the sensor first starts sending the required data and then forwarding it to RS485 which functions as a means of communication/sending data to the ESP32 microcontroller. Furthermore, this ESP32 device functions as a data processor and plays an important role in the process of sending data to the database. So the important thing for ESP32 is that it can be connected to wifi or the internet so that it can send data that has been obtained on the sensor to the database, if it is not connected then do the interface synchronization until it can be connected. The user opens the website that has been created to send orders so that he can view the data already contained in the database. And on the hardware side, in order to be able to see the information that has been obtained from the PZEM-004T sensor which has been processed on the ESP32, it can be seen on the LCD with a size of 20x4. After getting the required data then we analyze whether the data obtained is correct. Besides measurements using sensors, the master node will perform calculations on several parameters which will later be sent to the server.

List components:
1. IoT Micro-controller : ESP8266 -Node MCU V3
2. LCD 20x4 (I2C)
3. Current Sensor : PZEM-004T / 100A
4. Voltage Converter :LM-2596
5. Buzzer (indicator remote)
6. Led (indicator local unbalance load)
7. Power supply 9 V DC.
8. Resistor

Algorithm for monitoring:
1. Each PZEM sensor is connected to each RST phase on each CT (Current Transformer) including the neutral wire then the data read on each PZEM-004T sensor for current parameters is processed on ESP32.
2. Then ESP32 will send the data to the database which is already integrated with the website that we created earlier,
3. On the database side, the data that has been received from ESP32 will be adjusted to the data conversion table that has been prepared.

4. The ESP8266-NodeMcu-v3 module as a microcontroller and the Blynk android application as a monitoring and controlling tool for alarms.

5. After the data is received by the database, the website will display the data in a better visual.

6. Meanwhile, on the hardware side, when ESP32 has obtained data from the PZEM-004T sensor, it will display data in the form of data on the LCD.

7. The application platform uses Blynk Blynk which is compatible as a platform for IOS or ANDROID which is used to control Arduino modules, Rasbery Pi, Wemos and similar modules via the internet.

8. Arduino as a physical computing platform used is an interactive physical system with the use of software and hardware that can detect and respond to sensor parameters according to the data obtained.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of system trials on measuring the two transformers can be seen in Tables 1. The Arduino-based Blynk Cloud application displays data obtained from the sensors in graphical form. The graphical display on the android display can be used as trending information on the current of each phase in a transformer and obtain the maximum or minimum loading profile within a certain time range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Unbalance percentage</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phasa</td>
<td>Direct measurement</td>
<td>With Monitoring based IoT</td>
<td>Direct measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa T</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Voltage measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Result measure</th>
<th>Unbalance percentage</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phasa</td>
<td>Direct measurement</td>
<td>With Monitoring based IoT</td>
<td>Direct measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa R</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>222.4</td>
<td>223.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa S</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>222.5</td>
<td>223.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa T</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>222.2</td>
<td>222.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Current measurement for load balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load each phase</th>
<th>Result of measure</th>
<th>System testing</th>
<th>Direct measurement</th>
<th>remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phasa R=25 W</td>
<td>0.11 Amp</td>
<td>0.11 Amp</td>
<td>under 20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa S=20 W</td>
<td>0.08 Amp</td>
<td>0.08 Amp</td>
<td>under 20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa T=15 W</td>
<td>0.03 Amp</td>
<td>0.03 Amp</td>
<td>under 20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Current measurement for unbalance load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Result of measure</th>
<th>Result of testing</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phasa R=25 Watt</td>
<td>0.11 Amp</td>
<td>0.11 Amp</td>
<td>under 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa S=20 Watt</td>
<td>0.08 Amp</td>
<td>0.08 Amp</td>
<td>under 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasa T=10 Watt</td>
<td>0.06 Amp</td>
<td>0.06 Amp</td>
<td>Over of setting unbalance to 20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This testing using a setting as the tolerance limit of 20%, when the load is unbalanced where the neutral current is greater than the phase current, the local indicator light will light up and the Android system will give a notification as indicator to detect unbalanced load, for normal is green and up normal is red indicator.

Table 5. Early Warning System Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load unbalance (scenario)</th>
<th>Analytic Result of testing</th>
<th>Early detection by notification on android system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% unbalance</td>
<td>(Local) IoT Monitoring (Remote)</td>
<td>Indocator local (LED) Notification on android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In=0 A</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>Off Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In=0,5 A</td>
<td>5 % 5,2 % 5,2 %</td>
<td>Off Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In=10 A</td>
<td>10% 10,6% 10,6%</td>
<td>Off Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In= 20 A</td>
<td>20% 20,3 % 20,3 %</td>
<td>on Red (over 20%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the test results of the current sensor using a smartphone, satisfactory results were obtained in measuring the current imbalance in each phase. The performance of Arduino to monitor unbalanced load currents shows satisfactory results because the tolerance value between the results of direct measurements and monitoring in real time through the website will produce relatively the same values. If the load unbalance also gets bigger, the neutral current also increases so that the power loss on the line increases. The Blynk application requires internet devices (modem, wifi and internet access availability to be able to send notifications if an imbalance is detected by the current sensor with a signal or alarm. Based on testing, the time needed to send and receive notifications on the user's smartphone via the blynk application ranges from 3-4 seconds. This really depends on each internet service provider. With a load simulation set a tolerance limit of 20%, then when the load is very unbalanced where the neutral current is greater than the phase current then the local indicator light will turn on (on) while on the android system it will give an unbalanced load indicator (red color). This tolerance limit can be made according to the conditions of each power provider to prevent unbalanced operation of distribution system and reduce losses in the neutral conductor.

4. CONCLUSION

The performance of Arduino to monitor unbalanced load currents shows satisfactory results because the tolerance value between the results of direct measurements and monitoring in real time through the website produces relatively the same values. The greater the three-phase load unbalance, the greater the magnitude of the neutral current to. This will cause greater power losses in the channel. By setting a tolerance limit of 20%, when the load is unbalanced where the neutral current is greater than the phase current, the local indicator light will light up and the Android system will give an unbalanced load indicator (red). This tolerance limit can be made according to the conditions of each power provider to prevent unbalanced operation of distribution transformers and reduce losses in the neutral conductor. Based on the test results during the research, this research obtained several things or recommendation. This test can be developed using real loads on electricity customers including the influence of the customer's power factor.
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